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Mapping Sea Ice using a Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) 

Part I: Download and import SSMIS data 

Objectives:  

 Understand relationship between sea ice and climate 

 Understand concept of brightness temperature 

 Learn about the SSMIS instrument and use of microwave data in remote sensing 

 Download, import and map SSMIS data in ERDAS Imagine and ArcGIS 

Sea ice 

Sea ice concentrations are important to monitor because ice is sensitive to changes in temperature and 

therefore can provide information on global warming. Ice cover also influences the climate because it 

has a high albedo (meaning it is good at reflecting sunlight). If the climate warms sea ice will melt, 

making it, the earth, less reflecting and allowing for more absorption of sunlight. This will cause a 

positive feedback loop of more warming and more melting.  These changes have important 

ramifications for all life on earth.  

Passive Microwave Data 

Passive microwave data is used to monitor sea ice because it is capable of collecting data through clouds 

and at night. This is important because during the winter the poles are in darkness. Microwave channels 

are expressed in gigahertz GHz instead of micrometers and have horizontal or vertical polarizations. 

There is a large emissivity difference between ice and the ocean in the microwave portion of the 

spectrum making it possible to distinguish sea ice from water.  

Black bodies have an emissivity of 1: they perfectly absorb and emit all radiation that strikes them. At 

longer wavelengths satellite data is often given in terms of brightness temperature rather than radiance. 

Brightness temperature is the temperature a blackbody would have in order to produce the radiance 

received by the sensor. Brightness temperature is the temperature of a hypothetical blackbody emitting 

an identical amount of radiation at the same wavelength.  If the emitting surface is a good absorber and 

emitter (e.g. water), then the brightness temperature is close to the body’s true (kinetic) temperature. 

[By Stefan-Boltzmann’s Law: radiance leaving a blackbody (Wm-2) = Tb
 4

, where  is the Stefan-

Boltzmann constant and Tb is the body’s (brightness) temperature.  For a non-blackbody (selective 

radiator), the radiance emitted = Tk
 4

 where  is its emissivity and Tk is the true (kinetic) 

temperature of the body.  For a blackbody,  = 1 and Tb = Tk. For other bodies, Tb= ¼ Tk .] 

DMSP F- 17 

The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) F-17 satellite is a joint operation of the 

Department of the Defense, Department of Commerce, and NASA. F-17 was launched in 2006 it has a 



near circular, sun synchronous, polar orbit. The DMSP satellites were designed to monitor 

meteorological, oceanographic, and geophysical environments. F-17 has a Special Sensor Microwave 

Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) instrument on board that collects passive microwave data. It has 24 channels 

ranging from 19 to 183 GHz. Coverage began in November 2006 and the instrument is still operational. 

The SSMIS sensor has a swath width of 1700 km for microwave imagery.  Its orbital period is 102  

minutes, maximum altitude 855 km, minimum altitude 841 km, and it has a 98.8 degree inclination. The 

sensor is angled to 45 degrees from nadir, during the morning ascending node the sensor collects data 

aft of nadir and in the morning descending node forward of nadir. Due to the degree of inclination there 

is a “pole hole” at the center of the north and south pole where no data is collected.  

 

Figure 1. DMSP Scan Geometry from NDSI website 

http://nsidc.org/data/docs/daac/ssmis_instrument/index.html 

Part I:  Download data 

Download DMSP F 17 Daily Polar Gridded Brightness Temperature Data from the National Snow and 

Ice Data Center (NSIDC) by first navigating to NSIDC website http://nsidc.org/ 

In the search box type: DMSP SSM/I- SSMIS Daily Polar Gridded Brightness Temperature 

http://nsidc.org/data/docs/daac/ssmis_instrument/index.html
http://nsidc.org/


This dataset provides the brightness temperatures in bands 19h, 19v, 22v, and 37v used to calculate sea 

ice concentration.  (With passive microwave data bands are expressed in GHz with horizontal and 

vertical polarization instead of wavelength.) 

Click Access Data> Bypass Optional Registration> north> 2011> tb files 

Naming convention:  tb_fSS_YYYYMMDD_vV_RFFP.bin 

 tb= brightness temperature file 

 fSS= satellite (f08, f11, f13, or F17) 

 YYYYMMDD= YYYY: year, MM: month, DD: day 

 vV= Data version number (example: v4) 

 R= Region n: north, s: south 

 FF= frequency in GHz (19, 22, 37, 85, or 91) 

 P= polarization v: vertical, h= horizontal 

 example: tb_f17_20110831_v4_n19h.bin  

 (brightness temperature from satellite F17 on Aug 31, 2011 data version 4 northern hemisphere 

 19GHz horizontal)  

Select a day and download bands 19h, 19v, 22v, and 37v for that day.  In this example we will look at 

summer ice in the Arctic. 

 

Next download the ocean mask for the month. This is a thematic map showing water bodies - coast, 

lakes, oceans, land and the maximum extent of sea ice for the month, and will be used later for quality 

control purposes. On the NSIDC home page in the search box type: ocean mask. 

This will take you to the Monthly Ocean Masks and Maximum Extent Masks webpage. 

(http://nsidc.org/data/smmr_ssmi_ancillary/ocean_masks.html) 

http://nsidc.org/data/smmr_ssmi_ancillary/ocean_masks.html


Click on the Access Data FTP hyperlink and download the ocean mask for the month and hemisphere of 

your data.  

 

Next, Download a Sea Ice Concentration Product Map.  This will be used later for comparison with your 

sea ice mapping results. 

On the NSIDC homepage search for Near-Real- time SSMIS EASE-Grid Daily Global Ice Concentration 

and Snow Extent. (This should take you to: http://nsidc.org/data/docs/daac/nise1_nise.gd.html.) 

 

Look for Procedures for obtaining data and click FTP.   

Bypass optional registration: 

 

Locate the date for the data you downloaded before and download the .HDFEOS file.  Rename the file 

extension from .HDFEOS to .HDF (delete the EOS) because Imagine and ArcMap do not recognize EOS 

but otherwise the two formats are the same. Save all the files you downloaded.  

Part II: Import Data into ERDAS Imagine: 

http://nsidc.org/data/docs/daac/nise1_nise.gd.html


Open EDRAS Imagine and click on the Import button. 

Select one of the 19h, 19v, 22v, or 37v files as the input file to import. 

In the format box select: Generic Binary. 

 

A new box opens: Import Generic Binary Data box. Change the import settings to : 

Data Format: BSQ, Data Type: Unsigned 16 bit, # Row: 448, # Cols: 304, record length: 0, # Bands: 1 

 



Click OK and repeat the process for the other files except for the ocean mask and the sea ice 

concentration product map.  

For the ocean mask change the Data Type to Unsigned 8 bit and use the other settings described above. 

The sea ice concentration product map does not need to be imported.  

Part III:  Project layers into a polar coordinate system 

Move 19h, 19v, 22v, 37v, and the ocean mask into ArcMap by dragging them into the left-hand panel. 

You may get an error message about there being “no spatial reference.” To fix this define the projection 

for the layers. 

Define the projection for the layers> Coordinate system> Projected> Polar> 

NSIDC_Sea_Ice_Polar_Stereographic_North. 

 

Next we need to georeference the data so that it is positioned correctly. 

Georeference 

The layers need to be georeferenced, and georeferencing must be exact for the next steps in the 

exercise to work properly. To ensure this right click one of your layers> Properties> under the Source 



tab> scroll down to Extent. There you will find 4 values for Top, Left, Right, and Bottom. These are the X 

Y source values. Remember them (i.e. write them down). 

 

Use the georeference toolbar to select the same layer. On the Georeference toolbar Click on the Add 

Control Points button from the toolbar, click in the top left corner on the image, a green cross hair will 

be placed on the image. Move the cursor off of the image and right click> select Input X Y. A dialog box 

'Enter Coordinates' appears.  

Follow the tables below, using the corner  X (km) and Y (km) values only, for the X Y coordinates. These 

are also called Input X Y values. The values in the table start in the upper left hand corner and go 

clockwise around the image.  

* Note that the values in the table are in km and your map maybe in m, to convert km to m multiply the 

XY values by 1000. 

Spatial coverage  
 



Table 2: Northern Hemisphere Grid Coordinates 

X (km) Y (km) Latitude (deg) Longitude (deg) 

-3850 5850 30.98 168.35 corner 

0 5850 39.43 135.00 midpoint 

3750 5850 31.37 102.34 corner 

3750 0 56.35 45.00 midpoint 

3750 -5350 34.35 350.03 corner 

0 -5350 43.28 315.00 midpoint 

-3850 -5350 33.92 279.26 corner 

-3850 0 55.50  225.00 midpoint 

Table 3: Southern Hemisphere Grid Coordinates 

X (km) Y (km) Latitude (deg) Longitude (deg) 

-3950 4350 -39.23 317.76 corner 

0 4350 -51.32  0.00  midpoint 

3950 4350 -39.23 42.24 corner 

3950 0 -54.66 90.00 midpoint 

3950 -3950 -41.45 135.00 corner 

0 -3950 -54.66 180.00 midpoint 

-3950 -3950 -41.45 225.00 corner 

-3950 0 -54.66 270.00 midpoint 

 

(Figure 2 from NSIDC http://nsidc.org/data/docs/daac/nsidc0002_ssmi_seaice_nasateam.gd.html and 

Tables from NSIDC http://nsidc.org/data/polar_stereo/ps_grids.html ) 

After all the XY coordinates/Input XY values have been entered the X Y source values need to be 

adjusted so the alignment is 100% correct. 

Open the 'View Link Table'  on the georeferencing tool bar and Input the Top, Left, Right, Bottom 

values as X Y source values. Remember you started in the upper left hand corner and worked clockwise 

around the image, so follow the same path again.  

EXAMPLE:  If the Top= 0.5, Left= -0.5, Right= 303.5, Bottom= -447.5 and your layer is in the northern 

hemisphere you can follow the X Y Source and X Y Map values in the diagram below. 

http://nsidc.org/data/docs/daac/nsidc0002_ssmi_seaice_nasateam.gd.html
http://nsidc.org/data/polar_stereo/ps_grids.html


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once this is correct click OK to get out of the 'Link Table' dialog box and go to the Georeferencing 

button> select Update Georeferencing to make the corrections permanent. If the image is all black, right 

click and select “ Fit layer to window” to bring up full image. 

 

Repeat this for each layer. When you are finished 19v, 19h, 22v, 37v, and the ocean filter should be 

projected and georeferenced.  Save all of your work and continue on to the next part of the exercise. 

*You could create a model using Model Builder to complete this step using the 'Warp' tool:  

 

XY Coordinates/ 

Input XY values 

From Table 2 

 

XY source values 

From the Image's 

Properties box 

 

X Map= -3850000,   Y Map= 5850000 

X Source= -0.5, Y Source= 0.5 

X Map= 3750000,  Y Map= 5850000 

X Source= 303.5,  Y Source= 0.5 

X Map= -3850000,  Y Map= -5350000 

X Source= -0.5,  Y Source= -447.5 

X Map= 3750000,  Y Map= -5350000 

X Source= 303.5, Y Source= -447.5 



Figure 3. Georeferencing layer in ArcMap. (Brightness temperature images projected in ArcGIS over a 

light gray canvas base map.) 
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